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By Vlane Carter

VC Imagination Factory, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand
new Book. After Jaden is rescued after being kidnapped by the Darclonians in book 1, he wakes up
in a virtual under water city on a planet called Xenos that is in the Andromeda galaxy 2.3 million
light years from Earth. Bellona (his new Bio-mechanical alien friend) informs Jaden of everything
that has taken place and he learns about a chain of events that is unfolding for Earth. While on
Xenos, Jaden plays in the Andromedian's futuristic gravity games; flies around the planet without a
body by using nanoeyes; observes the planet's gravity tides; wars; joins a space team; races in (EIS)
exoskeleton intergalactic spaceships and plays a virtual game of chess with alien pieces. Bellona
befriends Jaden and is his personal escort while he is a guest on Xenos. Bellona unintentionally
develops a special interest for Jaden (Bellona used to be a carbon life form in her past life). She
tries to understand his Catholic beliefs and explains her people's long history on religion,
technology and why he is there. Even though ten years has passed on Earth, Jaden's human body
has only aged a few weeks....
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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